       beneath translucent
A windless haven whose azure floor

The
stars burned unfathomably glowed
With tremulous stars
immeasurably [lay]
        sparkled
     about
And round which the solid vapours hoar

Built on the level waters, to the sky
Based

Lifted their dreadful crags, & like a shore
Of snow-bright mountains inaccessibly
in caves & precipices
Hemmed with caverns & [ ]
grey

             still creek &
[A
] &        Many a bay
And [top ling] crags
And whilst the outer lake, beneath the lash

          foamed
Of the wind’s scourge, writhed like a wounded
                  thing
And the incessant hail with stony clash

Levelled the [murm ]
Ploughed
boiling
flagging
Tore up the troubled waters & the wing

    roused
Of the [wild] cormorant in the lightning flash

        wreck some windLooked like the fragment of a wandering

Fragment of the
Fragment
[Form] of inky thundersmoke – [this] haven
Vapour

Was as a gem, to copy Heaven engraven
lay
The With    
Canopus & his crew, the Austral lake

And other whiles the lady

[Or]
weary
when the moon was in the
And
              wane
Or in the noon of interlunar nights

   wild lady-witch in slumber cd not chain
The winged lady [and] not trance contain

soul
Her spirit, but she sailed forth under the
                lights

Of shooting stars, and [hail] the accustomed train
        and bade extend amain
     down
His storm outspeeding planes the hermaphrodite
down [th
]
And the austral [

] would speed her way

Whe[n]re like a meadow which no scythe had
    which            shaven

Or rain had ever bent, or wind had shaken
The Ætheopian lake lay     paven
With the Antarctic constellations
rain cd
stars [ d] [storms]
Which wind had never ben[d]t, & sun cd shake
With the Antarctic constellations paven

Canopus & his
The        lay the Ætheopian lake

      build
And she would herself a wind less haven

Out of the clouds whose moving [turests] make

            
storm
The barriers The bastions of the west while thru
                 
the sky
The spirits of the tempest murmured by.

